Emotional Crowd Enjoys Shooters

by Richy Merevich

The vastness of emotions was on display at the Albany State vs. Savannah College of Atlantic, as a packed gymnasium screamed and supported. The spectators, both students and alumni, experienced the game as a thrilling journey filled with energy.

The Albany State vs. Savannah College of Atlantic basketball game was a testament to the power of sports in bringing communities together. The crowd, united in their support, created an atmosphere of excitement and anticipation, making the game a memorable experience for everyone present.

Second Field Listing Suggested

by Steve Oatley

The University of Education would be "the" one to appeal if the university is not satisfied with the outcome of the hearing. However,ui is also another question whether the university will appeal or not, as the outcome is not yet final.

On the forward, Steve Oatley, President and CEO of the University, stressed the importance of maintaining high standards and ensuring that everyone is treated fairly. He emphasized the need for transparency and accountability in the decision-making process.

Ed School Opposes Possible Move

by blank

The Ed School was opposed to any possible move to the downtown campus. They believed that the downtown location would not adequately serve the needs of the students and would not provide the necessary resources.

The University of Education, however, expressed its support for the move, arguing that it would provide a unique opportunity for collaboration and innovation. The move would also allow the university to better serve the needs of the community and enhance its reputation as a leading institution.
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Senate Adopts New Calendar; Smoking Ban

by Mark Settiga

The Senate adopted a new calendar for the upcoming semester, which includes a smoking ban. The ban is intended to create a safer and healthier environment for students and staff.

The move was met with mixed reactions, with some students expressing concern about the impact on social gatherings, while others welcomed the change. The Senate also addressed other issues, including changes to the academic calendar and student support services.
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Student Tax May Be On The Rise

by Steve Bennett

An unusual number of high school students are being assessed for the first time on the basis of the property that they own in South Boston. At the same time, the city is proposing to raise the tax rate on the property of students who own property in South Boston.

Will this mean an increase in your property taxes? Not necessarily. The city is considering a number of options, including:

- Increasing the tax rate on property owned by students who do not pay their tuition in full.
- Exempting the property of students who pay their tuition in full.
- Implementing a new tax on property owned by students who do not live in South Boston.
- Increasing the tax rate on property owned by students who do not have a South Boston mailing address.

The city is working to balance the budget and has identified student property as a significant revenue source. As a result, the administration is exploring various options to increase revenue from this source.

The city will hold a public hearing on this issue in the near future. We encourage you to attend and voice your concerns. Your input will be considered in the decision-making process.
**Business Professor Receives Grant**

by Charles Berman

A SUNY School of Business professor is one of 26 SUNY professors to receive financial support under a program called "Teaching Grants for the Improvement of Undergraduate Instruction." According to Thomas Vaughan, dean of Management Science John Fish received a $2,000 grant for his proposal outlining a group guided toward improving production and financial planning skills.

The grant, part of a SUNY program which provides funds for the support of innovative projects and activities, was awarded to professors in 17 other SUNY campuses. Professor Fish received his grant in recognition for his achievement in receiving a 345-page proposal outlining a course on men to help guide student interest to real world and real problems faced by a business organization in its everyday decisions.

Professor Fish stated that he has to make a decision which best satisfy his overall techniques, and that decision often involve the trade-off and interaction of various factors," said Fish.

The purpose of the project, according to Fish, is "to construct a comprehensive interactive game designed to create a standard business atmosphere in which a variety of international and domestic problems are solved and to help teach undergraduates how to make these tasks in real life." Fish said that he quite interested about the progress of his course, and looks that his student-oriented computer game has many practical applications.

"Right now, we're experimenting with this system in a local Albany business firms," said Fish. "I hope his system will be available in all SUNY's business students in near future.

This great winning proposal is entitled "Interactive Game for Production and Financial Planning."
ZODIAC NEWS

SHORT ORDER
A radiologist in Norway, Malte, has invented what he calls a "short order" system to ensure that all the black and white X-ray film is not damaged. He placed a small box with a light bulb in it above the radiologist's head, which turns on automatically when the film is exposed. This prevents the film from being damaged when the radiologist is not looking for it.

SIGNS OF LIFE
Adenovirus may not be the only threat to the life of an individual. A recent study has shown that a person's body temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure can be affected by changes in the environment. For example, a sudden increase in temperature can cause the body to become more susceptible to infections and diseases.

YOU TWO
The Upstate Publishing Firm has begun a $50 advertising blitz in an effort to sell more of its new book which claims that the world's first cloned baby was born 14 months ago.

The book is titled "In Haste, and woman is to be a new member of a laboratory."

The author, who is a surgeon, called the book "The Cloning of Man," says that, according to the author, David Rusk, it is not the only one to claim that cloning has taken place.

At least one genetic expert, however, believes that the book is not supported by any scientific evidence. Dr. William Epstein, a professor of genetics at the University of Chicago, says he knows of no research that has been done on the human members of the family.

CAMPAIGN LIMITS
A recent study has shown that 60 percent of the people who voted in the presidential election were not aware of the candidates' positions on the issues.

The study, conducted by the National Opinion Research Center, found that a significant number of voters were unaware of the candidates' positions on the issues, and that this lack of information may have influenced their voting decisions.

SAY CHEESE
A University of Michigan psychologist is studying how people react to the early symptoms of mental illness. Dr. Robert Koch, a professor of psychology, has found that people with early symptoms of mental illness tend to be more anxious and depressed than those without such symptoms.

TACO JO's
Happy Taco Hours 2:00 - 5:00 p.m.

HOT AIR
Here's a news story: A man named Bob Black hired a driving instructor in England so that he could pass his driving test because he's lazy. He passed the test and had lighter feet on his shoes.

In a few more minutes, Barry Silva, a man from New York, says he'll prove that he can't ride a bike and that he drank too much coffee. He had panicked before being stopped.

be a part of TELETHON '78
March 10 - 11
8 pm Friday to 6 pm Saturday
CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM
Admission $1

All-night bus service roundtrip from rear of Campus Center to Wellington Hotel 1 am - 7 am

Continuous Fias in-the-face to Dave Gold, E. Norbert Zahn, Jon (*"ASP") Hodgen, Danny Eken, Ricky Figueroa, Rich "TT" Tallesnik, Sea (from Indian Qaud Center) Wilson, and many others!

Continuous Auctions of valuable merchandise

Children's Hour 9 am - 1 pm Saturday with special guests: The Wildwood Children

Food, Beer (ID required), T-shirts, balloons, for sale: Door Prizes (winners announced Saturday Night)
No Pity Needed
For Werewolf Zevon

By M.J. MEMMOTT
rock and roll werewolf and
his band of growing guitar
attended Page Hall Friday
evening, when Warren Zevon
appeared before a relatively
cold but enthusiastic crowd.
Zevon, who referred to
himself as the "welcome
Steve Alton of rock and roll,"
brought along his cohort of mates to
eek songs, and provided a night of some of the
best rock and roll to hit SUNY in a long

Opening the show with a song entitled
"Johnny Stripes Up the Band," Zevon
had the audience right away. Dressed in a
black corduroy jacket, with round glasses
and medium-length brown hair, he
looked more like a slightly overweight
Julian Binner than the leader of a rock and
roll band.

But rock they did. The second song of the
night, "Worehead of London," had
the crowd clapping and howling right
along with him. Even the two gentlemen
with the top hats and tails agreed, as
well they should. The guitars were
howling and Zevon's husky voice could
almost convince you that there was a full
moon.

Playing a piano and synthesizer, Zevon
was backed up by a band of some of
the most experienced musicians in rock
today, led by guitarist Waddy Wachtel,
who is best known for his work with
Linda Ronstadt, the band was tight but
still willing to let loose and rock when the
situation called for it.

Wachtel provided many of the
highlights of the evening with his percussive
guitar riffs. At times he played with
an intensity and feeling that could be felt
throughout the hall. Combined with
Zevon's intense, but not perfect
singing, the two made a pretty good
two-piece.

The night also had its mellow side.
With songs like "Mohammed's Radio," and
"Accidentally Like a Martyr," Zevon proved that
life exists outside the fast lane too. Singing
"Hunters Down the Wind" with no accompaniment
but his piano, he showed that he can write
and sing with any of the more romantic
stars of this day.

Yet there were flaws in the show.

Indian Meditation and Internal Organs

By G. FASCAL ZACHARY

The article was described in "Harper," the perations
collection of a Canadian man who drugs
nightly on the same strip of
80-year-old man. Now, it
Albanian asked an Indian
friend, and this man should be
whether he was lodging for so long. The
man says to keep the sidewalk clear
of snowballs, to explain.

When even the elbow and
good elements of the
musicians are being translated
into instrumental English nouns, way
are bound to occur.

When I said to
(subject), Zevon opened the
instrument and asked his
companions on the easel.
The crazy, dark, stringed
instruments which work
their way inside me. If any
sensational organs could
sound, would they
work the same?

We pray and
meditate. Perfection is
nourishment. We realize
on God's perfection.

We pray to become
always greater and
supremely greater.

We meditate to discover
who we actually are.

I wonder what
Chinmoy would think
of the SX Pont's trials.

The SX Pont's trials.

Chinmoy
And currently is based in
in Jamaica, Queens. He is
in the profit and world
in the world as well as
one of the most respected
in the West of Blackpype.

Chinmoy seems
guilty in actually 40 years old,
not
to what was written as
of spiritual verse in a single day and
during the course of a year compiled
100,000 words of art ranging from
philosophical, pen and ink drawings
to abstract designs and delicate watercolors.

Highlighting the
Chinmoy's disciples, who composed
the album's performance, was
"Heaven." Performing with only his
muse, the group consisted of six
instruments including the human
drummer, tabla, and
harmonium.

The woman sitting beside me said in a
different voice that she thought the
player was John McNeill, a one-time
disciple of Chinmoy. "That's something
I'm not sure," she replied.

Unfortunately, the tabla player's name
was Rishi Lepu. "I J.M. wants to
play tabla under an assumed name, this one's
as good as any," I told the woman.

Kipling, the drummer, described the
group's effort as an attempt to
play meditative music. He said
the group was to be best judged
Chinmoy's music in terms of its spiritual
context, "Through his music people
are able to reach." Baker stated

Chinmoy did have an almost hypnotic
effect on the audience. When he played
the edgy or sit in quiet meditation, his
body was in complete repose. He
didn't move. Body and consciousness
would have been termed dead. The audience did
not applaud and took great pains not to make
sounds in their seats. For people used to
associating music with bodily expression,
Chinmoy's restraint was strange and
perhaps annoying. Nonetheless, in
looking around the hall I saw a number of the
followers meditating and quite a few
others sitting still, as they were
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To the Editor:

I am writing to express my strong concern about the recent budget cuts to SUNY. As a student who was not part of the protests or the budget cuts, I was surprised to learn that the university's annual budget has been reduced by 10%.

I believe that these cuts are not only unfair but also detrimental to the quality of education that we receive. SUNY is one of the top universities in the country, and it is important that we maintain our standards.

The cuts will likely result in the loss of faculty positions, increased class sizes, and reduced funding for research and student aid. These changes will not only affect the students but also the faculty and staff who work hard to provide us with a quality education.

I urge the administration to reconsider these cuts and find alternative ways to manage the budget. We, as students, rely on the university to provide us with a valuable education, and it is crucial that we maintain our standards.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

To the Editor:

Real world

I am writing to express my concern about the recent cuts to the student aid budget. SUNY has a long history of providing financial support to students who need it the most. These cuts will likely result in increased tuition costs and reduced funding for financial aid.

I believe that it is essential for SUNY to continue to support its students, especially those who come from disadvantaged backgrounds. These cuts will not only affect the students but also the faculty and staff who work hard to provide us with a quality education.

I urge the administration to reconsider these cuts and find alternative ways to manage the budget. We, as students, rely on the university to provide us with a valuable education, and it is crucial that we maintain our standards.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
A Little About...

By D. R. K.

When the ASP printed an exceptionally large and heavy batch of BEACON cards recently, it was of course expected that a large number of them would be destroyed by the wind. After all, there is no more logical place for a card to go than into the nearest trash can. I was a bit surprised, however, to find that the cards were actually blown into the trees and bushes near the airport. It seems that the wind had picked up enough strength to knock down a tree, and the cards were caught in the branches. In some cases, they even managed to snare a bird or two. It was quite a spectacle to watch as the birds struggled to free themselves from the tangled web of paper and plastic. It was unfortunate that the birds were not injured, but it was comforting to know that they had not been harmed. Overall, it was a humbling reminder of the power of nature and the fragility of our creations.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

What is it?
How can it help you?
Discover the answers for yourself.

Students in the SUNYA Christian Science Congregation meet every Thursday at 6:00 p.m. in the Campus Center Room 370

Questions, Ideas, Interest
All are welcome.

Calling All Black Students!

Kosher Meals for Passover
Lunch & Dinner will be served

Campus Center Lobby March 9-10 10am-2pm

Dutch Quad Dinner Line March 13-14 4pm-8pm

For Additional Information, Stop by AD 129

Attention Sophomores
There will be a meeting of the Class Council to discuss future programming and constitutional changes.

All Sophomores are invited to attend.

Wednesday, March 8 at 9 PM outside the Campus Center Ballroom (2nd floor) Refreshments will be served.

A Greek Celebration

THURSDAY
MARCH 8
LECTURE
9:00 P.M.
Lecture
Professor Ernestine Rodgers
UNION HALL
FREE

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 7
LECTURE
8:00 P.M.
Western Geography, University P.E.
LECTURE CENTER 5
ADMISSION FREE

Z
FILM

Everyone who claims Kosher meals for Passover must sign up on their door in order to assure ordering of correct items.

UFR 

50% cash or checks, no credit cards

Cost
$7.43/lb

Applications for Housing

DEADLINE for all applications is March 5

Applications will be reviewed and selected based on need

APPLICATIONS will be accepted in the Housing Office located in the Union Hall

Applications are due by 4:00 PM on March 5

Applications will be reviewed and selected based on need

APPLICATIONS will be accepted in the Housing Office located in the Union Hall

Applications are due by 4:00 PM on March 5
**Does your typewriter type right?**

For once, why don’t you get your typewriter in shape before the papers build up?

Getchell’s

Typewriter

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS

**SUNYA SPECIAL:**

$5.00 off chemical cleaning
Includes adjusting oiling, cleaning, minor repairs, and a free ribbon.

10% off every item with SUNYA ID

Also we sell and service calculators!

---

**Kay Jewelers**

THE DIAMOND PEOPLE

Choose the diamond that’s guaranteed perfect.

You can see three diamond sizes for each price: a Keaton, Keaton Plus, and a Keaton Supreme. Each size is priced at three different levels of quality, and each size is available in white or yellow gold.

---

**Gymnastics Finish Fifth In Event**

by Karen Crecel

The annual NYSSA gymnastics meet was held this weekend in Albany State. The competition was one of the major events of the season, and many contestants were looking forward to the opportunity to showcase their skills.

---

**Thoughts On Sports**

By Evan Fortney

The Albany State tennis team has been performing well in recent matches, with several close victories. However, they are struggling in doubles matches, which have been inconsistent.

---

**Spikers Split Pair**

By Evan Fortney

The Albany State volleyball team split their weekend matches, with a win against West Point on Saturday and a loss to Utica on Sunday. Despite the UP win, they are still facing challenges in their conference.

---

**A Career in Law—without law school.**

What can you do with only a high school degree? Quite a lot, actually. It’s not just about a career, but about opportunities. The state of New York is in desperate need of lawyers, and even with a high school diploma, you can start working directly with clients.

---

**Albie’s Deli & Caterers**

10 Reasons why you should buy from Albie’s deli.
1. High quality meat - we only use Tobia’s first prime meat.
2. Our dressing - we use only Hofmann’s real mayonnaise in our dressing.
3. High quality rolls - we use only fresh, made daily.
4. High quality dressings - try our cheese, cheddar, or apple pie.
5. We deliver right to your door.
6. We don’t have a minimum order; you can order a single sub or sandwich.
7. We serve more meat and less bread.
8. We have pleasant workers who take your orders, make your orders, and deliver your orders to you.
9. All our items are reasonably priced.
10. Albie believes in the best, for the best, his customers. A small word of appreciation, because of us, the state of New York.

---
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Cagers Cop ECAC Tourney In Grand Fashion

Beat Ononta 59-49, Hamilton 101-95; Cavanaugh Again Leads Charge with 33

By Paul Selvar

Rain fell in buckets, and the players would be able to move. With the ECAC<br />Upstate Basketball Tournament on tap, the Albany State players and coaches<br />were taking the weather in stride. But they were also aware of the<br />opportunity that was before them.

The rain was one more obstacle to be<br />overcome. The tournament opened with<br />two games, both resulting in wins for the<br />Albany State team. First, a victory over<br />Ononta (3-17) on March 3, then a<br />second-round win over Hamilton (3-16)<br />on March 5.

The rain was pouring down, and the<br />-Albany State players were determined<br />to make the most of the situation. They<br />were ready to face the challenge of<br />playing in the wet conditions. The<br />Albany State team came out ready to<br />play tough defense and successful<br />offense.
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HESC Sets New TAP Treadlines

to clarify as many pending cases as possible.

Presidential Finalists Chosen

By Anne Smith

Weber State University has been chosen as the new presidential candidate<br />for SUNY Potsdam, according to President Weber State University Cherie<br />J. Vanderveen. She said she would not consider<br />the offer of the presidency of<br />the University of Arizona. Weber State University is the fourth<br />institution to offer Weber State University Cherie<br />J. Vanderveen the presidency of<br />the University of Arizona.
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